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Abstract
Let .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm and let M be an .A;B/-invariant subspace. In this paper
the following results are presented: (i) If dim MC rank B > n, then M is stable. (ii) If
M\ Im B D f0g, under some additional hypotheses, necessary and sufficient conditions for
the stability ofM are given. (iii) IfM contains the controllability subspace of the pair .A;B/,
sufficient conditions are given in terms of the Brunovsky r-numbers and the Weyr character-
istic of the eigenvalues of a quotient endomorphism associated to the noncontrollable part of
the subspace M. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let A V Cn ! Cn be a linear map. A subspaceN of Cn is called invariant by A,
or A-invariant, if A.N/ N. A special class of A-invariant subspaces is formed
by the stable ones. Let us recall its definition: An A-invariant subspace N is called
stable if, given " > 0, there exists a  > 0 such that kA− A0k <  for a linear map
A0 V Cn ! Cn implies that A0 has an invariant subspace N0 with .N;N0/ < ".
Here k  k is the operator norm induced by the Euclidean norm in Cn, and  denotes
the gap metric (see [4, p. 387]).
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In [4, Theorem 15.2.1, p. 448] it is characterized when an A-invariant subspace is
stable by means of a theorem which can be reformulated as:
Theorem 1.1. Let N be an A-invariant subspace. Consider the restriction map of
A to N
AjN VN!N:
Then, N is A-stable if and only if for every eigenvalue  of AjN; such that the
geometric multiplicity gm.;A/ is greater than 1; the equality
Weyr.;AjN/ DWeyr.;A/
is satisfied.
By Weyr.;A/ D .p1; p2; : : :/ we denote the partition corresponding to the ei-
genvalue  in the Weyr characteristic (see [6, Exercise 10, p. 135]), where
p1 D dim Ker.I − A/;Xj
iD1 pi D dim Ker.I − A/
j ; j > 2:
The notions of invariant and stable subspaces can be generalized for pairs of linear
maps. Given the pair of linear mapsA V Cn! Cn; B V Cm ! Cn, a subspaceM of
Cn is called invariant for the pair .A;B/ (or .A;B/-invariant) ifA.M/ M + Im B,
Im B being the subspace image of B.
An .A;B/-invariant subspace M is called stable (or .A;B/-stable) if for every
" > 0 there exists a  > 0 such that each pair of linear maps .A0; B 0/ that satisfies
kA− A0k C kB − B 0k < 
has an .A0; B 0/-invariant subspaceM0 satisfying .M;M0/ < ".
An open problem is to characterize the stable subspace of a pair. There are some
partial results which are as follows:
1. If the pair .A;B/ is controllable, every invariant subspace is stable (see [4, The-
orem 15.8.1, p. 468]).
2. Let C.A;B/ D ImTB;AB; : : : ; An−1BU be the controllability subspace of the
pair .A;B/, with A V Cn ! Cn and B V Cm! Cn linear maps, and let K be
a subspace of Cn direct complement ofC.A;B/ V Cn DK C.A;B/. Let K V
Cn!K be the projection onK alongC.A;B/; that is to say, Im K DK, and
Ker K D C.A;B/.
Let M be an .A;B/-invariant subspace. Firstly, it is satisfied that the subspace
K.M/ is .K  A/jK-invariant (see [7, Remark 1, p. 402]). Moreover, (see [7])
one has the following result:
Theorem 1.2. (a) If the subspace K.M/ of K is stable for the linear map .K 
A/jK VK!K; thenM is .A;B/-stable.
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(b) IfM is .A;B/-stable andM \C.A;B/ D f0g, then K.M/ is .K A/jK-
stable.
3. As a consequence of Theorem 1.2, if dimC.A;B/ D n− 1, every .A;B/-invariant
subspace is stable.
Therefore, the cases that remain to study are those of .A;B/-invariant subspaces
M such that f0g =DM \ C.A;B/ =DM for pairs .A;B/ such that dim C.A;B/ <
n− 1. Within these subspaces we will study some particular cases. More specific-
ally we will give results in the cases when dimMC dim.ImB/ > n;M \ ImB D
f0g; orM  C.A;B/. These results will be stated in Section 2.
This paper is organized as follows: As we just mentioned the three main results
of this paper are stated in Section 2. In Section 3 we reformulate in matrix terms the
concepts of invariant and stable subspace; moreover we will give some preliminary
results. Section 4 will be devoted to a matrix version of the main theorems, together
with the proof of the first. The second theorem will be proved in Section 5. In Section
6, we will present a consequence of a weakened version of the implicit function
theorem, and also a notation for the matrix derivatives. Finally, we will prove the
third theorem in Section 7.
2. Main theorems
The main results of this paper are the following theorems.
Theorem 2.1. Let M be an .A;B/-invariant subspace, where A V Cn ! Cn and
B V Cm! Cn are linear maps. Let us suppose that
dim MC dim Im.B/ > n:
ThenM is stable.
For stating the second theorem we are going to make some preliminary consid-
erations. Let A V Cn ! Cn and B V Cm! Cn be linear maps. Let M be an .A;B/-
invariant subspace such that M \ ImB D f0g. We denoteN DM \ C.A;B/. It is
immediately obvious that the subspaceN is .A;B/-invariant. Therefore there exists
a linear map F V Cn! Cm such thatN is .AC BF/-invariant. Let us now consider
the restrictions .AC BF/jN VN!N and
..K  A/jK/jK.M/ V K.M/! K.M/;
.K  A/jK being the linear map that appears in Theorem 1.2. With these notations
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. If ..AC BF/jN/ \ ...K  A/jK/jK.M// D ;, then M is
.A;B/-stable if and only if K.M/ is .K  A/jK-stable.
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Remark 2.1. The statement of this theorem does not depend on the choice of F.
To verify this, let F1: Cn ! Cm be another linear map such that N is .AC BF1/-
invariant. For all x 2N; .AC BF/x 2N and .AC BF1/x 2N. Therefore,
B.F − F1/x 2N. Then, as B.F − F1/x 2 ImB, it follows that B.F − F1/x 2
N \ ImB. But, N \ ImB D f0g. Hence, BFx D BF1x. So, for every x 2N;
.AC BF/x D .AC BF1/x. That is to say,
.AC BF/jN D .AC BF1/jN
and thus these linear maps have the same spectrum.
Before stating the third theorem we are going to indicate some notations. It is well
known that a partition is a finite or infinite sequence
a D .a1; a2; : : :/
of nonnegative integers such that a1 > a2 >   
We define the conjugate partition a of the partition a as that whose ith component
is
ai D Cardfj V aj > ig; i D 1; 2; : : :
Let A 2 Cnn and B 2 Cnm. The integer numbers
r1 D rankB;
rj D rankSj−1.A;B/− rankSj−2.A;B/; j D 2; : : : ; n;
where
Sj .A;B/ D TB;AB;A2B; : : : ; AjBU; j D 1; : : : ; n− 1;
S0.A;B/ D B;
are called the r-numbers or Brunovsky numbers of the matrix pair .A;B/. It is
immediately clear that r1 > r2 >    > rn > 0.
If k1 > k2 >    > km are the controllability indices of .A;B/, then the partitions
.k1; k2; : : :/ and .r1; r2; : : :/ are conjugate.
Let V be a vector space and let f be an endomorphism of V (or linear map from
V to itself). Let us suppose that N is an f-invariant subspace of V, i.e. f .N/ N.
Then the linear map Qf
x CN 7! f .x/CN
form V=N to itself is well defined. This map is called the quotient endomorphism
of f with respect to N. Note that, with an adequate choice of the bases, the matrix
representation of f has the form
A11 A12
0 A22

;
where A11 is the matrix representation of the restricted linear map fjN VN!N
and A22 is that of quotient endomorphism Qf .
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According to the notations which precede Theorem 1.2, we denoteM1 D K.M/
and A1 D .K  A/jK. As was indicated in the introduction,M1 is an A1-invariant
subspace. Consider now
D D f 2 .A1/ j gm.;A1/ > 1;R.A1/ \M1 =D f0g;
R.A1/ \M1 =D R.A1/g;
H D 2DR.A1/;
QM1 D 2D.R.A1/ \M1/;
R.A1/ being the root subspace associated to the eigenvalue . It is clear that His
an A1-invariant subspace, therefore QM1 is an A1jH-invariant subspace. Let QA1 now
be the quotient endomorphism of A1jH with respect to QM1; that is to say
QA1 V HQM1
! HQM1
:
With these notations, we have the following results:
Theorem 2.3. LetA V Cn ! Cn; B V Cm! Cn be linear maps. LetM be an .A;B/-
invariant subspace thatM  C.A;B/. Let r1 > r2 >    > rk > 0 be the r-numbers
of the pair .A;B/. If the three following conditions:
(i) there exists j; with j < k and r 0 6 rjC1; such that
dim H− dim QM1 D
jX
iD1
ri C r 0;
(ii) if dimH− dim QM1 − rankB > 1; QA1 has at least dimH− dim QM1 − rankB
invariant factors equal to 1;
(iii)
[
2. QA1/
Weyr.; QA1/  .r1; r2; : : : ; rj ; r 0/
are satisfied; then it follows that the subspaceM is .A;B/-stable.
Remark 2.2. The symbol  denotes the majorization in the Hardy, Littlewood and
Pólya sense.
3. Notations: preliminary results
We can reformulate in a matrix way the problem of characterizing the stable
invariant subspace. In order to do so, we can identify a linear map with a matrix; its
representation in some bases. So, a linear map A V Cn ! Cn will be identified with
a matrix A 2 Cnn, and a pair of linear maps A V Cn! Cn; B V Cm ! Cn with the
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pair of matrices .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm. A matrix X 2 Cnp is a basis-matrix of
the subspaceM  Cn, with dimM D p, if the column vectors of X generateM; we
denote this settingM D hXi. Let us note that, in this case, if Y is another basis-matrix
of M, then a matrix P 2 Glp.C/ exists such that Y D XP . To be more precise, we
will reformulate the concepts given in the introduction and, in the next section, the
theorems of Section 2.
Definition 3.1. Let .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm be a pair of matrices. Let M be a sub-
space of Cn of dimension p. The subspaceM is called .A;B/-invariant if there exist
matrices X 2 Cnp;H 2 Cpp and U 2 Cmp such that X is a basis-matrix of M
and AX D XH C BU .
This definition enables us to make a new reformulation of the concept of
stability of an .A;B/-invariant subspace in terms of limits of sequences of matrices.
To do so, we will use the following result on the convergence of a sequence of
subspaces that one deduces straightforwardly from the book ([3, Section 1.5, p.
29–31]).
Proposition 3.1. Let M be a subspace r-dimensional of Cn. Let fMqg1qD1 be a
sequence of subspaces of Cn. Then, the following are equivalent:
(i) lim
q!1Mq DM
in the gap metric sense
(ii) For each X 2 Cnr ; basis-matrix of M; there exists a sequence of matrices
fXqg1qD1 and a positive integer q0; such that for all q > q0;Xq is a basis-matrix
ofMq; and moreover
lim
q!1Xq D X:
With this result the following proposition can be immediately proved:
Proposition 3.2. Let .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm be a pair of matrices and letM be an
.A;B/-invariant subspace such that dimM D p. Then; the following are equivalentV
(i) M is .A;B/-stable
(ii) For every basis-matrix X 2 Cnp of M, and for every sequence of matrix pairs
f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 converging to .A;B/ when q !1; there are sequences of
matrices fXqg1qD1; fHqg1qD1 and fUqg1qD1; and a positive integer q0; such thatfor all q > q0;
 Xq is a matrix of rank p,
 the subspace 〈Xq  is .Aq; Bq/-invariant and AqXq D XqHq C BqUq is
satisfied;
 lim
q!1Xq D X:
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Moreover; if
X D

Ip
0

;
for every q > q0 we can choose
Xq D

Ip
Yp

with Yq ! 0 when q !1.
Remark 3.1. Definition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 have their equivalent for the case of
invariant (or stable) subspaces of square matrices. The considerations are the same,
except for B D 0.
Next we are going to see some results that will enable us to simply the statements
of the theorems in the previous section and some proofs. The following result can be
derived from Proposition 3.2.
Proposition 3.3. Let .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm. Let .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm be a pair
block similar to .A;B/I that is to say,
.A;B/ D .PAP−1 C PBF;PBQ/
with P 2 Gln.C/;Q 2 Glm.C/ and F 2 Cmn. LetM  Cn be an .A;B/-invariant
subspace and let X be a basis-matrix of M. Therefore PM is .A;B/-invariant and
PX is a basis-matrix of PM. Then we haveV
(a) AX D XH C BU if and only if APX D PXH C BQ−1.FPX C U/;
(b) M is .A;B/-stable if and only if PM is .A;B/-stable.
Proposition 3.4. To study the stability of the .A;B/-invariant subspaces M there
is no loss generality if we consider that B has full rank.
Proof. Let Q be an invertible matrix, such that BQ D TB; 0U, with B of full rank.
By Proposition 3.3,M is .A;B/-stable if and only ifM is .A; TB; 0U/-stable. There-
fore what is to be proved is that M is .A;B; 0U/-stable if and only if M is .A;B/-
stable.
Firstly, let us suppose that M is .A;B/-stable. Let us consider a sequence of
matrix pairs f.Aq; TBq; q U/g1qD1 converging to .A; TB; 0U/ when q !1. Let X be
a basis-matrix of M. Then we have .Aq; Bq/! .A;B/ when q !1. Thus, by
Proposition 3.2, there exist sequences of matrices fXqg1qD1; fHqg1qD1 and fUqg1qD1,
and an integer q0 exists such that for all q > q0; AqXq D XqHq C BqUq , and be-
sidesXq ! X when q !1. From here, for all q > q0, we haveAqXq D XqHq C
BqUq C q0. Hence, by Proposition 3.2, the subspace M is .A; TB; 0U/-stable. The
converse is proved in a similar way. 
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Remark 3.2. By Proposition 3.4, we suppose from here on that the matrix B 2
Cnm is full rank, and equal to m. That is to say rank B D m.
Proposition 3.5. Let .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm be a pair with rankB D m. LetM be
an .A;B/-invariant subspace and let X be a basis-matrix ofM. Then; the following
are equivalentV
(i) M is .A;B/-stable;
(ii) For every sequence fAqg1qD1 converging to A when q !1; there exist se-
quences of matrices fXqg1qD1; fHqg1qD1 and fUqg1qD1; with Xq ! X when
q !1; and a positive integer q0; such that for all q > q0, it follows AqXq D
XqHq C BUq .
Proof. The implication (i)) (ii) is immediate from Proposition 3.2. We are going to
see the implication (ii)) (i). To do so, let us consider of matrix pairs f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1
converging to .A;B/. Given that B has full rank, there exists a sequence of matrices
fPqg1qD1 converging to In, and a positive integer q1, such that for all q > q1; PqBq D
B. Hence .PqAqP−1q ; PqBq/! .A;B/ when q !1. Then, by hypothesis (ii), it
follows that there exist sequences of matrices fXqg1qD1 converging to X; fHqg1qD1
and fUqg1qD1, and q0 such that for all q > q0; PqAqP−1q Xq D XqHq C BUq , with
M D hXi. Putting q2 D max.q0; q1/, for all q > q2 we have that:
Aq.P
−1
q Xq/ D .P−1q Xq/Hq C P−1q BUq;
or what is the same
Aq.P
−1
q Xq/ D P−1q Xq/Hq C BqUq;
where P−1q Xq ! X when q !1. Hence, by Proposition 3.2, M is .A;B/-
stable. 
Remark 3.3. From this proposition, B being of full rank, we deduce that there is no
loss of generality of we only perturb the matrix A when we study the stability of an
.A;B/-invariant subspace.
The next lemmas follow from [4, Theorem 17.8.3, p. 547].
Lemma 3.1. Let A;B;C and D be complex matrices of dimensions n n; n
m;m n and mm; respectively. Let X be an m n matrix that satisfies the
equation
XBX CXA−DX − C D 0:
Let fAqg1qD1; fBq g1qD1; fCq g1qD1 and fDqg1qD1 be sequences of matrices converging
to A;B;C and D; respectively. Then; if .AC BX/ \ .D −XB/ D ;; there is a
sequence of matrices fXqg1qD1; converging to X and a positive integer q0; such thatfor all q > q0 the equality
XqBqXq C XqAq −DqXq − Cq D 0
is accomplished.
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Lemma 3.2. Let A 2 Cnn and D 2 Cmm such that .A/ \ .D/ D ;. Let us
consider the sequences of matrices fAqg1qD1 converging to A; fBq g1qD1 converging
to 0 2 Cnm; fCq g1qD1 converging to 0 2 Cmn and fDq g1qD1 converging to D. Then,
there exists a sequence of matrices fPqg1qD1 converging to InCm and a positive integer
q0; such that for all q > q0;
Pq

Aq Bq
Cq Dq

P−1q D

A0q 0
0 D0q

and; moreover
A0q 0
0 D0q
1
qD1
converges to

A 0
0 D

:
Remark 3.4. In the above results, the existence of a positive integer q0 is required in
such a way that the results are true for q > q0. To simplify, without loss of generality,
we will suppose hereafter that q0 D 1.
4. Matrix formulation of the main theorems: proof of Theorem 2.1
We can formulate the theorems of Section 2 in a matrix form with Definition 3.1
and Proposition 3.2. Moreover, by Proposition 3.4 we will suppose that B has full
rank. We also formulate again and prove Theorem 2.1. We are first going to do this
reformulation.
Theorem 4.1. Let .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm. LetM be an .A;B/-invariant subspace
of dimension p. Then, if dim MC rank B > n (i.e. if p Cm > n/; the subspaceM
is .A;B/-stable.
Proof. Let X 2 Cnp be a basis-matrix of M and consider an arbitrary sequence
of pairs of matrices f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 converging to .A;B/. As p Cm > n, it is easy
to see that there exists a sequence of matrices of full rank fXqg1qD1 converging to X,
such that, for every q; rankTXq;BU D n. Calling Mq D
〈
Xq

, it follows that Mq C
ImB D Cn. Therefore, AqMq Mq C ImBq ; that is to say, the subspace Mq is
.Aq; Bq/-invariant for every q. After that, by Proposition 3.2, the subspace M is
.A;B/-stable. 
We can consider, instead of the pair .A;B/, another block-similar to it, by Pro-
position 3.3, reformulating Theorem 2.2. Moreover, by Remark 3.2, we suppose that
B has full rank. So, first we are going to reduce .A;B/ to another pair block-similar
with a “more simple” shape.
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Let us suppose that M  Cn is an .A;B/-invariant subspace such that M \
ImB D 0. Consider now the following matrices:
X1 2 Cnn1 , basis-matrix ofM \ C.A;B/,
X2 2 Cnn2 , so thatM D hTX1;X2Ui ;
X4 D B 2 Cnm,
X5 2 Cnn5 , so that C.A;B/ D hTX1;X4;X5Ui ;
X3 2 Cnn3 in such a way that P−1 D TX1;X2;X3;X4;X5U 2 Gln.C/.
Therefore, the pair .A;B/D.PAP−1; PB/, the transformed subspaceMDPM
and the controllability subspace C.A;B/ of the pair .A;B/, have the following
shape:
.A;B/ D
0BBB@
0BBB@
A11 A12 A13 A14 A15
0 A22 A23 0 0
0 0 A33 0 0
A41 A42 A43 A44 A45
0 0 A53 A54 A55
1CCCA ;
0BBB@
0
0
0
Im
0
1CCCA
1CCCA ;
M D
*0BBB@
In1 0
0 In2
0 0
0 0
0 0
1CCCA
+
; C.A;B/ D
*0BBB@
In1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 Im 0
0 0 In5
1CCCA
+
:
Note that the pair .A55; A54/ is controllable. By carrying out a feedback we can
annul the blocks A4i; i D 1; : : : ; 5. Now, the condition
..AC BF/jN/ \ ...K  A/jK/jK.M// D ;
is translated into
.A11/ \ .A22/ D ;:
Hence, it is well known that there exists a matrix P1 2 Cn1n2 (that is unique) such
that A11P1 − P1A22 D A12. Therefore, if we consider the matrix
P D
0BBB@
In1 −P1 0 0 0
0 In2 0 0 0
0 0 In3 0 0
0 0 0 Im 0
0 0 0 0 In5
1CCCA ;
result that the pair .A;B/ D .P AP−1; NP NB/ and the transformed subspace M D
NP NM, have the shape:
.A;B/ D
0BBB@
0BBB@
A11 0 A13 A14 A15
0 A22 A23 0 0
0 0 A33 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 A53 A54 A55
1CCCA ;
0BBB@
0
0
0
Im
0
1CCCA
1CCCA ;
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M D
*0BBB@
In1 0
0 In2
0 0
0 0
0 0
1CCCA
+
:
With these notations we can immediately check that Theorem 2.2 can be formu-
lated in the following new form:
Theorem 4.2. Let .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm and the .A;B/-invariant subspace M
have the shape
.A;B/ D
0BBB@
0BBB@
A11 0 A13 A14 A15
0 A22 A23 0 0
0 0 A33 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 A53 A54 A55
1CCCA ;
0BBB@
0
0
0
Im
0
1CCCA
1CCCA ;
M D
*0BBB@
In1 0
0 In2
0 0
0 0
0 0
1CCCA
+
;
where Aii 2 Cnini , .A55; A54/ is controllable and .A11/ \ .A22/ D ;. Let us
denote
QA D

A22 A23
0 A33

; QM D

In2
0

:
Then; the following are equivalentV
(i) M is .A;B/-stable;
(ii) QM is QA-stable.
In the same way, for again formulating Theorem 2.3, we are going to search a
pair, block similar to the pair .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm, that has a more simple shape.
Suppose that M is an .A;B/-invariant subspace such that M  C.A;B/, and let
m D r1 > r2 >    > rk > 0 be the r-numbers of the pair. Hereafter, we are going
without loss of generality to assume that 0 =2 .A;B/.
First, let X1 be a basis-matrix of C.A;B/. We enlarge this basis to a basis of M
and, later, to a basis of Cn. All column vectors added to X1 form a matrix, denoted
by X2. Calling P−11 D TX1;X2U 2 Gln.C/, if we suppose that p D dim C.A;B/, a
full-column rank matrix X exists such that
.A; B/ D .P1AP−11 ; P1B/ D

A11 A12
0 A22

;

B11
0

;
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M D PM D

Ip 0
0 X

:
Given that the pair .A11; B11/ is controllable, a matrix F11 exists so that .A11 C
B11F11/ \ .A22/ D ;. Thus, undertaking a feedback on A with the matrix TF11; 0U,
and operating in the same manner as in the reorganization of Theorem 2.2, we can
annul A12. From these remarks, we deduce that the pair .A; B/ is block similar to
the pair of .A; B/ of the shape:
.A; B/ D

A11 A12
0 A22

;

B11
0

;
M D

Ip 0
0 X

; (4.1)
M being the corresponding subspace transformed fromM. In this situation, we are
to handle the controllable and uncontrollable parts separately.
First controllable part: As the pair .A11; B11/ is controllable, m D r1 > r2 >
   > rk > 0 being its r-numbers, we can transform it into the canonical form associ-
ated with the r-numbers (see [1, Theorem 3.3, p. 251; 11]); that is to say, .A11; B11/
is block similar to the pair0BBBBBB@
0BBBBBB@
0 0 0 : : : 0 0
E2 0 0 : : : 0 0
0 E3 0 : : : 0 0
:::
:::
:::
.
.
. 0 0
0 0 0 : : : 0 0
0 0 0 : : : Ek 0
1CCCCCCA ;
0BBBBBB@
Im
0
0
:::
0
0
1CCCCCCA
1CCCCCCA ;
Ei D TIri ; 0U 2 Criri−1 ; 2 6 i 6 k:
Second controllable part: Consider A22 now. Given that the subspace N D hXi
is A22-invariant, we can decompose it as the direct sum of two invariant subspaces,
N DN1 N2, with
N1 D 2DR.A22/ \N; N2 D 2D1R.A22/ \N;
where
D D f 2 .A22/ j gm.;A22/ > 1;R.A22/ \N =D f0g;
R.A22/ \N =D R.A22/g;
D1 D .A22/− D:
Note that N1 is not A22-stable, but N2 is. From here, if dimN1 D n3 and
dimN2 D s, we can immediately check that there exists an invertible matrix P2,
such that
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P2A22P
−1
2 D
 
E F 0
0 G 0
0 0 H
!
; P2N1 D
* 
In3
0
0
!+
; P2N2 D
* 0
0
Y
!+
:
with Y 2 Cn5s , a full-column rank. Observe that the subspace hY i is H-stable, and
that the subspace
In3
0

is not

E F
0 G

9stable:
From these two considerations, starting from Eq. (4.1), and by Proposition 3.3, it
turns out to be, without loss of generality, that we can suppose that the pair .A;B/
and the subspaceM have the shape
.A;B/D
0BBB@
0BBB@
0 0 0 0 0
C D 0 0 0
0 0 E F 0
0 0 0 G 0
0 0 0 0 H
1CCCA ;
0BBB@
Im
0
0
0
0
1CCCA
1CCCA ;
(4.2)
MD
*0BBB@
Im 0 0 0
0 In2 0 0
0 0 In3 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Y
1CCCA
+
; (4.3)
so that:
 C 2 Cn2m;D 2 Cn2n2 ; E 2 Cn3n3 ; F 2 Cn3n4 ;G 2 Cn4n4 ;H 2 Cn5n5 ;
Y 2 Cn5s , Y has full-column rank,
 .D;C/ is a controllable pair in the canonical form associated with the r-numbers,
which are r2 > r3 >    > rk > 0;m D r1,
 .D/ D f0g;  .E/ D .G/;  .D/ \ . .E/ [ .H// D ;;  .E/ \ .H/ D ;,
 the subspace generated by the matrix Y is H-stable,
 for every  2 .E/ D .G/, one has that
gm

;

E F
0 G

> 1; R

E F
0 G

\

In3
0

=D f0g;
R

E F
0 G

\

In3
0

=D R

E F
0 G

:
We can formulate Theorem 2.3 again, with this notation, in the following way:
Theorem 4.3 (Reorganization of Theorem 2.3). Let us suppose that the pair .A;B/
and the .A;B/-invariant subspace M have the shape in (4.2). If the following con-
ditions are satisfied
(i) a j < k exists such that
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n4 D
jX
iD1
ri C r 0;
with r 0 6 rjC1;
(ii) if n4-rankB > 1, G has at least n4-rankB invariant factors equal to 1
(iii) S
2.G/
Weyr.;G/  .r1; r2; : : : ; rj ; r 0/;
then the subspaceM is .A;B/-stable.
5. Proof of the Theorem 4.2
Let .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm and M  Cn be an .A;B/-invariant subspace. If X
is a basis-matrix of M, by Definition 3.1, matrices H and U of adequate sizes exist
such thatAX D XH C BU . Let us suppose now thatM is .A;B/-stable. Therefore,
in virtue of Proposition 3.2, for every sequence f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 converging to .A;B/,
there are sequences of matrices fXqg1qD1 converging to X, fHqg1qD1 and fUqg1qD1, so
that for each q we have AqXq D XqHq C BqUq .
The convergence of the sequence fXqg1qD1 in guaranteed. But a question arises
and this is the possible (or not) convergence of the sequences fHqg1qD1 and fUqg1qD1.
In the next lemma sufficient conditions are given that warrant this convergence.
Lemma 5.1. Let the pair .A;B/ 2 Cnn  Cnm so that rank B D m, and let M
be an .A;B/-invariant subspace. Let X, H and U be three matrices such that X is a
basis-matrix ofM and
AX D XH C BU: (5.1)
Then, if
(i) M is .A;B/-stable; and
(ii) M \ ImB D f0g;
it follows that for each sequence f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 converging to .A;B/; there exist
sequences of matrices fXqg1qD1 converging to X; fHqg1qD1 converging to H and
fUqg1qD1 converging to U; such that for every q, AqXq D XqHq C BqUq .
Proof. Given thatM\ Im B D f0g, there exist matricesX−1L and B−1L , left inverses
of X and B, respectively (in the sense of [5, Section 12.6, pp. 424–428]), such that
X−1L B D 0 and B−1L X D 0.
Due to M being .A;B/-stable, given an arbitrary sequence f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 con-
verging to .A;B/, by Proposition 3.2 there exist sequences of matrices fXqg1qD1
converging to X, fHqg1qD1 and fUqg1qD1, so that for every q we have
AqXq D XqHq C BqUq: (5.2)
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Consider now two sequences of left inverses f.Xq/−1L g1qD1 converging toX−1L and
f.Bq/−1L g1qD1 converging to B−1L , such that, for every q, .Xq/−1L is a left inverse of
Xq and .Bq/−1L is so of Bq . Hence, due toX
−1
L B D 0 and B−1L X D 0, from (5.1) and
(5.2) we obtain
H −Hq D TX−1L AX − .Xq/−1L AqXq U C .Xq/−1L BqUq;
U − Uq D TB−1L AX − .Bq/−1L AqXq U C .Bq/−1L XqHq;
,
8<:
H −Hq D TX−1L AX − .Xq/−1L AqXq U C .Xq/−1L BqUq;
Uq D U − TB−1L AX − .Bq/−1L AqXq U − .Bq/−1L XqH;
C.Bq/−1L Xq TH −Hq U:
therefore,8<:
kH −Hqk 6 kX−1L AX − .Xq/−1L AqXqk C k.Xq/−1L BqkkUqk;
kUqk 6 kU − TB−1L AX − .Bq/−1L AqXq U − .Bq/−1L XqHk;
Ck.Bq/−1L XqkkH −Hqk:
Substituting the second inequality in the first one, it follows
kH −Hqk
6 kX
−1
L AX − .Xq/−1L AqXqk
1− sk.Xq/−1L Bqkk.Bq/−1L Xqk
Ck.Xq/
−1
L BqkkU − TB−1L AX − .Bq/−1L AqXq U − .Bq/−1L XqHk
1− k.Xq/−1L Bqkk.Bq/−1L Xqk
:
Now, as limq!1.Xq/−1L Bq D 0 and limq!1.Bq/−1L Xq D 0, it follows straight for-
wardly that limq!1Hq D H ; fron which we deduce that limq!1Uq D U: 
The case of stable subspaces for square matrices can be derived from the case of
pairs with B D 0. From the last lemma we infer the next result.
Corollary 5.1. Let A 2 Cnn and let M be an A-invariant subspace of dimension
p. Let X 2 Cnp be a basis-matrix of M and let H 2 Cpp such that AX D XH .
Then; the following are equivalentV
(i) M is A-stable;
(ii) for every sequence fAqg1qD1 converging to A; there exist sequences of matrices
fXqg1qD1 converging to X and fHqg1qD1 converging to H; such that for each q;
AqXq D XqHq .
The following lemma will simplify the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 5.2. Let A11 2 Cn1n1 and A22 2 Cn2n2 so that .A11/ \ .A22/ D ;.
Then; for every sequence of matrices
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Xq11 X
q
12
Xq21 X
q
22
1
qD1
converging to

A11 0
0 A22

;
there exists a sequence of matrices fNqg1qD1 converging to 0, such that for each q we
have 
In1 −Nq
0 In2

Xq11 X
q
12
Xq21 X
q
22

In1 Nq
0 In2

D

Xq11 −NqXq21 0
Xq21 X
q
22 C Xq21Nq

:
Proof. Making operations, we observe that the proof of the lemma can be reduced
to finding a sequence of matrices fNqg1qD1 converging to 0, such that for each q, we
have
Xq11Nq −NqXq21Nq C X12 −NqXq22 D 0: (5.3)
Now, since 0 is a solution of
A11X −X0X C 0− XA22 D 0
and .A11/ \ .A22/ D ;, applying Lemma 3.1, there exists a sequence of matrices
fNqg1qD1 converging to 0, such that for each q, Nq satisfies Eq. (5.3). 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. (ii) (i). It is immediate from Theorem 1.2.
(i) (ii) First, since M is .A;B/-invariant we have the following equality:0BBB@
A11 0 A13 A14 A15
0 A22 A23 0 0
0 0 A33 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 A53 A54 A55
1CCCA
0BBB@
In1 0
0 In2
0 0
0 0
0 0
1CCCA
D
0BBB@
In1 0
0 In2
0 0
0 0
0 0
1CCCA

A11 0
0 A22

C
0BBB@
0
0
0
Im
0
1CCCA . 0 0 /: (5.4)
Now, consider an arbitrary sequence
f QAqg1qD1 D

A
q
22 A
q
23
A
q
32 A
q
33
1
qD1
converging to

A22 A23
0 A33

D QA:
Then
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f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 D
8>>><>>>:
0BBB@
0BBB@
A11 0 A13 A14 A15
0 Aq22 A
q
23 0 0
0 Aq32 A
q
33 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 A53 A54 A55
1CCCA ;
0BBB@
0
0
0
Im
0
1CCCA
1CCCA
9>>>=>>>;
1
qD1
converges to .A;B/.
Given that the subspace M is .A;B/-stable and M \ ImB D f0g, from expres-
sion (5.4), by Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 3.2, we deduced that there exist sequences
of matrices fXqij g1qD1; fXqij g1qD1 and fCqj g1qD1, of adequate sizes, such that for all q,0BBB@
A11 0 A13 A14 A15
0 Aq22 A
q
23 0 0
0 Aq32 A
q
33 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 A53 A54 A55
1CCCA
0BBBBB@
In1 0
0 In2
X
q
31 X
q
32
X
q
41 X
q
42
X
q
51 X
q
52
1CCCCCA
D
0BBBBB@
In1 0
0 In2
X
q
31 X
q
32
X
q
41 X
q
42
X
q
51 X
q
52
1CCCCCA

Xq11 X
q
12
Xq21 X
q
22

C
0BBB@
0
0
0
Im
0
1CCCA(Cq1 ;Cq2
with limq!1 Xq11 D A11, limq!1 Xq22 D A22 and the remaining sequences fXqij g1qD1,
fXqij g1qD1 and f0qj g1qD1 converging to a zero matrix of a suitable size. Observe that
from the preceding equality it follows for all q
A
q
22 A
q
23
A
q
32 A
q
33
 0 In2
X
q
31 X
q
32

D
 0 In2
X
q
31 X
q
32

Xq11 X
q
12
Xq21 X
q
22

: (5.5)
Now, consider the sequence of matrices fNq g1qD1 converging to 0 as in Lemma
5.2. From 5.5 we deduce that for all q
A
q
22 A
q
23
A
q
32 A
q
33
 0 In2
X
q
31 X
q
32

IN1 Nq
0 In2

D

0 In2
X
q
31 X
q
32

In1 Nq
0 In2

IN1 −Nq
0 In2

Xq11 X
q
12
Xq21 X
q
22

IN1 Nq
0 In2

:
Hence, making operations, by Lemma 5.2, for all q we have
A
q
22 A
q
23
A
q
32 A
q
33

0 In2
X
q
31 X
q
32 CXq31Nq

D

0 In2
X
q
31 X
q
32 CXq32Nq

Xq11 −NqXq21 0
Xq21 X
q
22 C Xq21Nq

:
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From this equality, it is immediately clear that for all q
A
q
22 A
q
23
A
q
32 A
q
33

In2
X
q
32 CXq31Nq

D

In2
X
q
32 C Xq31Nq
 (
Xq22 C Xq21Nq

;
where limq!1.Xq32 CXq31Nq/ D 0. From this and Corollary 5.1, we infer that QM isQA-stable, and the theorem is proved. 
In the light of this theorem, an immediate question arises: What happens if .A11/
\ .A22/ =D ;? In this case we cannot assure anything. To illustrate this let us see
two examples.
Example 5.1. Let .A;B/ 2 C44  C44 be the pair
.A;B/ D
0B@
0B@
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CA ;
0B@
0
0
0
1
1CA
1CA
and let M be the .A;B/-invariant subspace
M D
*0B@
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
1CA+ :
Notice that
QM D

1
0

is not QA D

0 0
0 0

-stable:
Let us see that the subspace M is not .A;B/-stable. In order to do so, consider
the sequence
f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 D
8><>:
0B@
0B@
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0
1=q 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CA ;
0B@
0
0
0
1
1CA
1CA
9>=>;
1
qD1
converging to .A;B/
Given that M \ ImB D f0g, if M was .A;B/-stable, by Proposition 3.2 and
Lemma 5.1, there would exist sequences fxqg1qD1; fyqg1qD1; fzqg1qD1; ftqg1qD1;
fqg1qD1; fqg1qD1; fqg1qD1; fγqg1qD1; fqg1qD1, converging to 0, and a sequence
fqg1qD1 converging to 1, such that for all q0B@
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0
1=q 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CA
0B@
1 0
0 1
xq yq
zq tq
1CA D
0B@
1 0
0 1
xq yq
zq tq
1CAq q
q q

C
0B@
0
0
0
1
1CA .γq; q/:
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Operating, we deduce that 1=q D 0, which is absurd. Therefore,M cannot be .A;B/-
stable.
Example 5.2. Let .A;B/ 2 C44  C41 be the pair
.A;B/ D
0B@
0B@
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CA ;
0B@
0
0
0
1
1CA
1CA
and let M be the .A;B/-invariant subspace
M D
*0B@
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
1CA+ :
Note that
QM D

1
0

is not QA D

0 0
0 0

-stable:
Let us see that the subspaceM is .A;B/-stable. Previously, we are going to prove
a result that will simplify the calculations.
Proposition 5.1. Let f.Aq; B/g1qD1 be a sequence; converging to .A;B/; with the
shape
f.Aq; B/g1qD1 D
8>>><>>>:
0BBB@
0BBB@
a
q
11 a
q
12 a
q
13 1C aq14
a
q
21 a
q
22 a
q
23 a
q
24
a
q
31 a
q
32 a
q
33 a
q
34
a
q
41 a
q
42 a
q
43 a
q
44
1CCCA ;
0B@
0
0
0
1
1CA
1CCCA
9>>>=>>>;
1
qD1
:
There exist sequences of matrices fPqg1qD1; fFq g1qD1 and fQqg1qD1 converging to
I4; 0 2 C14 and 1, respectively, such that
f.PqAqP−1q C PqBQqFq; PqBQq/g1qD1
D
8><>:
0B@
0B@
0 0 0 1
aq bq cq 0
dq eq fq 0
0 0 0 0
1CA ;
0B@
0
0
0
1
1CA
1CA
9>=>;
1
qD1
converges to .A;B/.
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Proof. First, consider the sequence fPq1 g1qD1, where Pq1 has the shape
P
q
1 D
0BB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
−aq11
1Caq14
−aq12
1Caq14
−aq13
1Caq14
1
1Caq14
1CCA
−1
and converges to I4 when q !1. It is clear that
f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 D f.P q1 Aq.P q1 /−1; P q1 B/g1qD1
D
8>>><>>>:
0BBB@
0BBB@
0 0 0 1
Naq21 Naq22 Naq23 Naq24
Naq31 Naq32 Naq33 Naq34
Naq41 Naq42 Naq43 Naq44
1CCCA ;
0B@
0
0
0
1C aq14
1CA
1CCCA
9>>>=>>>;
1
qD1
converges to .A;B/.
Defining for all q,
P
q
2 D
0BBB@
1 0 0 0
−Naq24 1 0 0
−Naq34 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1CCCA ;
where Pq2 ! I4, when q !1, it follows that
f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 D fP2Aq.P q2 /−1; P q2 Bq/g1qD1
D
8><>:
0B@
0B@
0 0 0 1
aq bq cq 0
dq eq fq 0
NNaq41 NNaq42 NNaq43 NNaq44
1CA ;
0B@
0
0
0
1C aq14
1CA
1CA
9>=>;
1
qD1
converges to .A;B/.
Finally, let us define Q−1q D 1C aq14 for every q. Then, considering .Aq; BqQq/
and subsequently making a feedback, the proposition is proved. 
We are going to prove that the subspace M is .A;B/-stable. To do so, by virtue
of Remark 3.3 there is no loss of generality if we only perturb in the matrix A. Let
fAqg1qD1 be an arbitrary sequence converging to A. By Proposition 5.1, there exist
sequences of matrices fPq g1qD1; fFq g1qD1 and fQqg1qD1 converging to I4; 0 2 C14
and 1, respectively, such that
f.PqAqP−1q C PqBQqFq; PqBQq/g1qD1 D f.Aq; B/g1qD1
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D
8><>:
0B@
0B@
0 0 0 1
aq bq cq 0
dq eq fq 0
0 0 0 0
1CA ;
0B@
0
0
0
1
1CA
1CA
9>=>;
1
qD1
converges to .A;B/.
By Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, to prove the stability of M, it is enough to find se-
quences of complex numbers fxqg1qD1; fyqg1qD1; fzqg1qD1; ftqg1qD1; fqg1qD1; fqg1qD1;
fqg1qD1; fqg1qD1; fγqg1qD1; fqg1qD1, converging to 0, such that for all q we have the
equality0B@
0 0 0 1
aq bq cq 0
dq eq fq 0
0 0 0 0
1CA ;
0B@
1 0
0 1
xq yq
zq tq
1CA
D
0B@
1 0
0 1
xq yq
zq tq
1CAq q
q q

C
0B@
0
0
0
1
1CA .γq; q/: (5.6)
Choose the sequence fxqg1qD1 converging to 0 in a such way that limq!1 dq=xq D 0
and limq!1 eq=xq D 0, and let yq D 0 for all q. Operating in (5.6) we obtain the
sequences
fzqg D fq g D ffq C dq=xqg; ftqg D fqg D feq=xqg;
fqg D faq C cqxqg; fqg D fbqg;
fγqg D f−.cqeq C f 2q C aqeq=xq C 2fqdq=xq C .dq=xq/2/g;
fqg D f−.eq=xq/.bqfq C dq=xq/g
that all converges to 0. So, M is .A;B/-stable.
6. The surjective mapping theorem: matrix derivation
A consequence of the surjective mapping theorem [2, Theorem 41.6, p. 378; 9,
Lemma 12.4–1, p. 30] is the following result:
Lemma 6.1. Let X be an open set of CnCp. Let f1; : : : ; fq V X! C be functions of
class C1 (or analytic) on X. Let P0 D .x01 ; : : : ; x0n; u01; : : : ; u0p/ D .x0; u0/ 2 X be a
point that satisfies the equations8><>:
f1.x
0; u0/ D 0;
:::
fq.x
0; u0/ D 0:
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Let us suppose that q 6 p and that the Jacobian matrix
o.f1;    ; fq/
o.u1;    ; up/ .P0/ D
0B@
of1
ou1
.P0/    of1oup .P0/
:::
.
.
.
:::
ofq
ou1
.P0/    ofqoup .P0/
1CA
is full rank .and equal to q/. Then for each  > 0 there exists a  > 0 such thatV
if x 2 Cn and kx − x0k 6  there exists at least a u 2 Cp such that ku− u0k 6 ;
and 8<:
f1.x; u/ D 0;
:::
fq.x; u/ D 0:
Let us suppose that f V X! Cmp is a map from X into Cmp with X an open
set of Cnq . For each matrix X D .xij / 2 X; f .X/ D .fij .X// is an m p matrix.
If f is differentiable on X, we define its Jacobian matrix at X in the following manner:
of .X/
oX
D oT.vecf .X//
TU
oT.vecX/TU D
o.f11; : : : ; f1p; : : : ; fm1; : : : ; fmp/
o.x11; : : : ; x1q; : : : ; xn1; : : : ; xnq/
:
This matrix has size mp  nq . With these notations, one has the following result [8,
Ch. 9]:
Lemma 6.2. Let A 2 Cmn;X 2 Cnp;Z 2 Cqm; Y 2 Cnm. Then;
(a) o.AX/oX D A⊗ Ip;
(b) o.ZA/oZ D Iq ⊗ AT;
(c) o.YAY/oY D .YA/⊗ Im C In ⊗ .AY /T;
(d) If the product AXB is defined, o.AXB/oX D A⊗ BT;
The symbol⊗ denotes the Kronecker or tensor product of matrices.
7. Proof of Theorem 4.3
We recall that in the reorganization of Theorem 2.3, we have supposed – to
simplify the proofs and without loss of generality that 0 =2 .A;B/.
Before the beginning the proof, we are going to prove a preliminary theorem. In
this theorem, we will hold the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3, except that in expression
(4.2) we will consider that n5 D 0; that is to say, we remove the last row of blocks.
To do so, following (4.2), we will denote by
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.A;B/ D
0B@
0B@
0 0 0 0
C D 0 0
0 0 E F
0 0 0 G
1CA ;
0B@
Im
0
0
0
1CA
1CA
M D
*0B@
Im 0 0
0 In2 0
0 0 In3
0 0 0
1CA+ (7.1)
so that:
 C 2 Cn2m;D 2 Cn2n2 ; E 2 Cn3n3 ; F 2 Cn3n4 ;G 2 Cn4n4 ,
 .D;C/ is a controllable pair in the canonical form associated to the r-numbers,
which are r2 > r3 >    > rk > 0;m D r1,
 .D/ D f0g;  .E/ D .G/;  .D/ \ .E/ D ;,
 for all  2 .E/ D .G/, one has that
gm

;

E F
0 G

> 1;R

E F
0 G

\

In3
0

=D 0;
R

E F
0 G

\

In3
0

=D R

E F
0 G

:
With these notations, we have the following result.
Theorem 7.1. With the same hypotheses as in Theorem 4:3; we have
(i) the subspaceM is .A;B/-stableI
(ii) in addition; for every sequence f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 converging to .A;B/, there ex-
ist sequences of matrices of suitable sizes fZqg1qD1; fVqg1qD1; fWqg1qD1 all three
converging to 0, fXqij g1qD1 converging to Xij ; and fCqi g1qD1 converging to Ci ; 1 6
i; j 6 3; such that for all q
Aq
0B@
Im 0 0
0 In2 0
0 0 In3
Zq Vq Wq
1CAD
0B@
Im 0 0
0 In2 0
0 0 In3
Zq Vq Wq
1CA
0@Xq11 Xq12 Xq13Xq21 Xq22 Xq23
Xq31 X
q
32 X
q
33
1A
CBq.Cq1 ;Cq2 ;Cq3 /:
Moreover;

  X11 X12 X13
X21 X22 X23
X31 X32 X33
!!
 f0g [ .E/:
Before proving this result, we are going to give a preliminary lemma, similar to
Proposition 5.1.
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Lemma 7.1. Let f. NAq; NBq g1qD1 be a sequence converging to f.A;Bg which has the
shape8>><>>:
0BB@
0BB@
QAq11 QAq12 QAq13 QAq14QCq QDq QAq23 QAq24QAq31 QAq32 QEq QFqQAq41 QAq42 QAq43 QGq
1CCA ;
0B@
Im
0
0
0
1CA
1CCA
9>>=>>;
1
qD1
:
Then there exist sequences of matrices of appropriate sizes; fPqg1qD1 converging
to I and fTqg1qD1 converging to 0, such that
f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 D f.Pq QAqP−1q C Pq QBqTq; Pq QBq/g1qD1
D
8><>:
0B@
0B@
0 0 0 0
Cq Dq 0 0
A
q
31 0 Eq Fq
A
q
41 0 A
q
43 Gq
1CA ;
0B@
Im
0
0
0
1CA
1CA
9>=>;
1
qD1
converges to .A;B/.
Proof. Firstly, considering Tq D . QAq11; QAq12; QAq13; QAq14/, we annul by feedback the
first row of blocks of QAq , for all q. Now, given by hypothesis
.D/ \ 

E F
0 G

D ;;
Lemma 3.2 warrants the existence of fPqg1qD1: 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Consider an arbitrary sequence f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 converging to
.A;B/. Following the reasoning of Example 5.2, by Lemma 7.1, there is no loss of
generality if .Aq; Bq/ has the shape
.Aq; Bq/ D
0B@
0B@
0 0 0 0
Cq Dq 0 0
A
q
31 0 Eq Fq
A
q
41 0 A
q
43 Gq
1CA ;
0B@
Im
0
0
0
1CA
1CA
for all q. Let now fRqg1qD1 be an arbitrary sequence of matrices converging to 0, and
consider the sequence
fPqg1qD1 D
8><>:
0B@
Im 0 0 0
0 In2 Rq 0
0 0 In3 0
0 0 0 In4
1CA
9>=>;
1
qD1
converging to I. Then every term of the sequence .Aq; Bq/1qD1 is block similar to the
corresponding term . OAq; OBq/ of the sequence
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f. OAq; OBq/g1qD1 D f.PqAqP−1q ; PqBq/g1qD1
D
8>><>>:
0BB@
0BB@
0 0 0 0
Cq C RqAq31 Dq RqEq −DqRq RqFq
A
q
31 0 Eq Fq
A
q
41 0 A
q
43 Gq
1CCA ;
0B@
Im
0
0
0
1CA
1CCA
9>>=>>;
1
qD1
that converges to .A;B/.
By Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, to prove the theorem it is sufficient to find se-
quences of matrices, of suitable sizes, fRqg1qD1 converging to 0; fZqg1qD1 converging
to 0; fVqg1qD1 converging to 0; fWqg1qD1 converging to 0; fXqij g1qD1 converging to
Xij ; fCqi g1qD1 converging to Ci ; 1 6 i; j 6 3, such that, for every q,0BB@
0 0 0 0
Cq C RqAq31 Dq RqEq −DqRq RqFq
A
q
31 0 Eq Fq
A
q
41 0 A
q
43 Gq
1CCA
0B@
Im 0 0
0 In2 0
0 0 In3
Zq Vq Wq
1CA
D
0B@
Im 0 0
0 In2 0
0 0 In3
Zq Vq Wq
1CA
0@Xq11 Xq12 Xq13Xq21 Xq22 Xq23
Xq31 X
q
32 X
q
33
1AC
0B@
Im
0
0
0
1CA .Cq1 ;Cq2 ;Cq3/
is satisfied, and moreover

  X11 X12 X13
X21 X22 X23
X31 X32 X33
!!
 f0g [ .E/:
Doing operations, by blocks, they follow the following equalities:8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
Cqi D −Xq1i ; 1 6 i 6 3;
Xq21 D Cq C RqAq31 C RqFqZq;
Xq22 D Dq C RqFqVq;
Xq23 D RqEq −DqRq C RqFqWq;
Xq31 D Aq31 C FqZq;
Xq32 D FqVq;
Xq33 D Eq C FqWq
(7.2)
and those of the last row of blocks8>>>>><>>>>>:
A
q
41 CGqZq = ZqXq11 C VqTCq C RqAq31 C RqFqZq U
CWq TAq31 C FqZq U;
GqVq = ZqX
q
12 C VqTDq C RqFqVq U CWqFqVq
A
q
43 CGqWq = ZqXq13 C VqTRqEq −DqRq C RqFqWq U
+Wq TEq C FqWq U:
(7.3)
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It is immediately clear that solving Eq. (7.3), we solve those of (7.2), and hence,
we prove the first part of theorem. Therefore, our first objective is to find the se-
quences of matrices: fXq11g1qD1, fXq12g1qD1, fXq13g1qD1, fRqg1qD1, fZqg1qD1, fVqg1qD1
and fWq g1qD1, converging to X11 2 Cmm, X12 2 Cmn2 , X13 2 Cmn3 , 0 2 Cn2n3 ,
0 2 Cn4m, 0 2 Cn4n2 and 0 2 Cn4n3 ; respectively, that satisfy (7.3). In order to
do so, consider
2q D maxfkAq41k; kAq43k;
p
1=q; g;
where kAk denotes the maximum of the absolute value of the elements of the matrix
A. It is clear that, for all q, q =D 0, and also q ! 0 when q !1. Then, calling
QZqDZq=q; QVq D Vq=q; QWq D Wq=q; QAq41 D Aq41=q;
QAq43DAq43=q
and dividing by q in (7.3), we immediately check that our problem is reduced to
finding sequences of matrices fXq11g1qD1, fXq12g1qD1, fXq13g1qD1, fRqg1qD1, f QZqg1qD1,
f QVqg1qD1 and f QWqg1qD1, converging to X11 2 Cmm, X12 2 Cmn2 , X13 2 Cmn3 ,
D 0 2 Cn2n3 , QZ 2 Cn4m, QV 2 Cn4n2 and QW 2 Cn4n3 , respectively, such that,
for all q, they are solutions of the matrix equations8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
QAq41 CGq QZq = QZqXq11 C QVqTCq C RqAq31 C qRqFq QZq U
C QWq TAq31 C qFq QZq U;
Gq QVq = QZqXq21 C QVqTDq C qRqFq QVq U C QWqqFq QVq;
QAq43 CGq QWq = QZqXq13 C QVqTRqEq −DqRq C qRqFq QWq U
C QWq TEq C qFq QWq U:
(7.4)
To solve this question, we are going to take into account Lemma 6.1. First, we
must find matrices X11 2 Cmm, X12 2 Cmn2 , X13 2 Cmn3 , R D 0 2 Cn2n3 ,QZ 2 Cn4m, QV 2 Cn4n2 , QW 2 Cn4n3 that satisfy8<:G
QZ D QZX11 C QVC;
G QV D QZX12 C QVD;
G QW D QZX13 C QVE:
(7.5)
And in the second place, the Jacobian matrix that results from (7.4), evaluated at the
point .X11;X12;X13; R D 0; QZ; QV ; QW/, that due to Lemma 6.2, is the matrix .AjB/,
where
A D
 − QZ ⊗ Im 0 0 0
0 − QZ ⊗ In2 0 0
0 0 − QZ ⊗ In3 QVD ⊗ In3 − QV ⊗ ET
!
;
B D
0@G⊗ Im − In4 ⊗XT11 −In4 ⊗ CT 0−In4 ⊗ XT12 G⊗ In2 − In4 ⊗DT 0
−In4 ⊗ XT13 0 G⊗ In3 − In4 ⊗ET
1A
(7.6)
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has to be of full rank, equal to n4.mC n2 C n3/.
We are going to consider two cases: when m > n4 and m < n4.
(1)m > n4
Let X12 D 0; X13 D 0; QV D 0; QW D 0,
QZ D In4 ; 0 2 Cn4m; X11 D G 00 0

2 Cmm;
for example. It is easy to see that these matrices satisfy (7.5) and that matrix (7.6)
has full rank. Besides, by (7.2) it follows that

  X11 X12 X13
X21 X22 X23
X31 X32 X33
! !
D 
0B@
0B@

G 0
0 0

0 0
C D 0
0 0 E
1CA
1CA  f0g [ .E/:
Hence, the theorem has been proved in this case.
(2)m < n4
We choose QW D 0 and X13 D 0. Now, we are going to search QZ 2 Cn4m of full
rank m, and QV D T QV1; 0U 2 Cn4n2 , so that QV1 2 Cn4.n4−m/, and T QZ; QV1U 2 Gln4.C/.
This is possible, because by hypothesis (i) one has that n4 6 r1 C    C rk D mC
n2. Partitioning suitably C, D and X12, with these considerations, (7.5) is reduced to
GT QZ; QV1; 0U D T QZ; QV1; 0U
 X11 X112 X212
C1 D11 D12
C2 D21 D22
!
: (7.7)
Choose X212 D 0. Notice that due to the shape of D it follows that D12 D 0;
moreover the pair .C1;D11/ is controllable and its r-numbers are r2 >    > rj >
r 0 > 0. Thus, from (7.7), we deduce that, in this case, the proof of the first part of the
theorem is reduced to finding matrices X11, X112, and T QZ; QV1U 2 Gln4.C/ that satisfy
T QZ; QV1U−1GT QZ; QV1U

X11 X112
C1 D11

; (7.8)
and such that the matrix in (7.6) is a full rank matrix.
By virtue of [10, Corollary 1, p. 142], hypotheses (ii) and (iii) warrant the exist-
ence of X11 and X112, and therefore that of QZ and QV D T QV1; 0U.
We are going to see that (7.6) is full rank. With the choice we have made of the
unknown matrices, this matrix has the shape .A1jB1/, where
A1D
 − QZ ⊗ Im 0 0 0
0 − QZ ⊗ In2 0 0
0 0 − QZ ⊗ In3 QVD ⊗ In3 − QV ⊗ ET
!
;
B1D
 
G⊗ Im − In4 ⊗ XT11 −In4 ⊗ CT 0−In4 ⊗ XT12 G⊗ In2 − In4 ⊗DT 0
0 0 G⊗ In3 − In4 ⊗ ET
!
:
(7.9)
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Multiplying, from the left the third row of blocks by T QZ; QV1U−1 ⊗ In3 (see [5, Pro-
position 2, p. 408]), it follows that the submatrix of (7.9) corresponding to blocks
3-3 and 3-4, changes to the shape−Im ⊗ In3 0
0 D11 ⊗ In3 − In4−m ⊗ ET

:
Since – by hypothesis – f0g D .D11/ D .D/ =2 .E/, the matrix D11 ⊗ In3 −
In4−m ⊗ ET is full rank (See [5, Corollary 2, p. 412]). Hence, the previous matrix
also has full rank. Thus, matrix (7.9) has full rank if and only if the following matrix:− QZ ⊗ Im 0 G⊗ Im − In4 ⊗ XT11 −In4 ⊗ CT
0 − QZ ⊗ In2 −In4 ⊗ XT12 G⊗ In2 − In4 ⊗DT

(7.10)
has full rank.
We are going to do operations on this matrix. Multiply from the left the first row
by T QZ; QV1U−1 ⊗ Im and the second one by T QZ; QV1U−1 ⊗ In2 . We multiply the third
column by T QZ; QV1U ⊗ Im from the right and the fourth one by T QZ; QV1U ⊗ In2 also
from the right. Here we understand that the rows or columns are formed by blocks.
Using (7.7) and (7.8), with these operations, it follows that matrix (7.10) is full rank
if and only if the matrix .A2jB2/, where
A2 D
0B@
−Im ⊗ Im 0 X11 ⊗ Im − Im ⊗ XT11
0 0 C1 ⊗ Im
0 −Im ⊗ In2 −Im ⊗

X112; 0
T
0 0 0
1CA ;
B2 D
0B@
X112 ⊗ Im −Im ⊗ CT 0
D11 ⊗ Im − In4−m ⊗ XT11 0 −In4−m ⊗ CT
0 X11 ⊗ In2 − Im ⊗DT X111 ⊗ In2
−In4−m ⊗
h
X112; 0
iT
C1 ⊗ In2 D11 ⊗ In2 − In4−m ⊗DT
1CA
has full rank. Observing blocks in the places (1,1) and (3,2) it happens that matrix
(7.10) is full rank if and only if the following matrix:
C1 ⊗ Im D11 ⊗ Im − In4−m ⊗ XT11 0 −In4−m ⊗ CT
0 −In4−m ⊗

X112; 0
T
C1 ⊗ In2 D11 ⊗ In2 − In4−m ⊗DT

(7.11)
is full rank.
At this point, let us note that due to pair .D11; C1/ being controllable, there exist
matrices of suitable sizes H1 and H2 such that .D11 C C1H1/ \ .X11/ D ; and
.D11 C C1H2/ \ .D/ D ;. These matrices H1 and H2 will be specified later.
In matrix (7.11) we are going to do the following operations: to the second column
we add the first post-multiplied by H1 ⊗ Im; and to the fourth column we add the
third post-multiplied by H2 ⊗ In2 . Once we have done these operations, we consider
only the second and fourth columns of the resultant matrix:
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.D11 C C1H1/⊗ Im − In4−m ⊗ XT11 −In4−m ⊗ CT
In4−m ⊗

X112; 0
T
.D11 C C1H2/⊗ In2 − In4−m ⊗DT

:
If this matrix is full rank, the first part of theorem will be proved. To do so, we are
now going to precise the matrices H1 and H2. As .D11; C1/ is controllable, given a
d1 =D 0, we can choose H1 in such a way that
det..D11 C C1H1/⊗ Im − In4−m ⊗XT11/ D d1 =D 0
(see [5, Corollary 2, p. 412]).
Let now
det..In4−m ⊗ TX112; 0UT/..D11 C C1H1/⊗ Im − In4−m ⊗ XT11/−1
.−In4−m ⊗ CT// D d2:
Again, since the pair .D11; C1/ is controllable, given a d3 =D d2, there existsH2 such
that
det..D11 C C1H2/⊗ In2 − In4−m ⊗DT/ D d3:
In virtue of [5, Exercise 15, p. 46], we have
det

.D11 C C1H1/⊗ Im − In4−m ⊗ XT11 −In4−m ⊗ CT
In4−m ⊗

X112; 0
T
.D11 C C1H2/⊗ In2 − In4−m ⊗DT

D .d3 − d2/d1 =D 0;
and therefore the matrix in the determinant of the left-hand side of this equation, is
invertible, and, in consequence, it has full rank.
Finally, with the choice we have made, and from Eqs. (7.2) and (7.8), it is imme-
diately clear that

  X11 X12 X13
X21 X22 X23
X31 X32 X33
!!
D 
  X11 X12 0
C D 0
0 0 E
!!
 f0g [ .E/:
Hence, the theorem is proved. 
We are in a position to prove Theorem 4.3 now.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. First, given that .H/ \ . .E/ [ .G// D ;, from Theorem
1.1 it follows that the subspace* 0
0
Y
!+
is
 
E F 0
0 G 0
0 0 H
!
-stable:
Hence, by Theorem 1.2, we have that the subspace
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*0BBB@
0
0
0
0
Y
1CCCA
+
is .A;B/-stable.
So, we only need to prove that the subspace
*0BBB@
Im 0 0
0 In2 0
0 0 In3
0 0 0
0 0 0
1CCCA
+
is .A;B/-stable.
Let f.A0q; B 0q /g1qD1 be an arbitrary sequence of pairs of matrices converging to
.A;B/. Due to Remark 3.3, we can assume without loss of generality that B 0q D
B for all q. Taking into account that .D/ D f0g, .E/ D .G/, .D/ \ . .E/ [
.H// D ; and .E/ \ .H/ D ;, and using the same reasoning as in Lemma 7.1
and the beginning of the proof of Theorem 7.1, we have that there exist sequences
of matrices of suitable sizes fPqg1qD1, converging to I, and fFqg1qD1, converging to 0,
such that
f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 D f.PqA0qP−1q C PqB 0qFq; PqB 0q /g1qD1
D
8>>><>>>:
0BBB@
0BBB@
0 0 0 0 0
Cq Dq 0 0 0
A
q
31 0 Eq Fq 0
A
q
41 0 A
q
43 Gq 0
A
q
51 0 0 0 Hq
1CCCA ;
0BBB@
Im
0
0
0
0
1CCCA
1CCCA
9>>>=>>>;
1
qD1
converges to .A;B/.
Thus, in virtue of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, there is no loss of generality if we
only consider sequences of the shape
f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 D
8>>><>>>:
0BBB@
0BBB@
0 0 0 0 0
Cq Dq 0 0 0
A
q
31 0 Eq Fq 0
A
q
41 0 A
q
43 Gq 0
A
q
51 0 0 0 Hq
1CCCA ;
0BBB@
Im
0
0
0
0
1CCCA
1CCCA
9>>>=>>>;
1
qD1
converging to .A;B/.
By Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 3.2, due to the shape of .Aq; Bq/ for all q, the
theorem will be proved if we find a sequence of matrices of suitable size fTqg1qD1
converging to 0 such that for every q we have that
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TAq51; 0; 0U CHqTq D Tq
0@Xq11 Xq12 Xq13Xq21 Xq22 Xq23
Xq31 X
q
32 X
q
33
1A :
Then, by Theorem 7.1 and the relation

  X11 X12 X13
X21 X22 X23
X31 X32 X33
!!
\ .H/  .f0g [ .E// \ .H/ D ;;
Lemma 3.1 guarantees the existence of the desired sequence fTqg1qD1; so the theorem
has been proved. 
In the same manner as we did in Section 5, we ask what happens when some of
the hypotheses in Theorem 4.3 are not true. In this case we cannot assure anything.
To illustrate this point, let us see two examples.
Example 7.1. Let .A;B/ be the pair
.A;B/ D
0BBB@
0BBB@
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1CCCA ;
0BBB@
1
0
0
0
0
1CCCA
1CCCA ;
and the subspace .A;B/-invariantM, defined by
M D
*0BBB@
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
1CCCA
+
:
Note that condition (iii)[
2.G/
Weyr.;G/  .r1; r2; : : : ; rj ; r 0/
of Theorem 4.3 fails. In our example this inequality would be .2; 0; 0/  .1; 1/,
which is false. Let us see that M is not .A;B/-stable. In order to do so, consider
the sequence
f.A;B/g1qD1 D
8>>><>>>:
0BBB@
0BBB@
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1=q 0 0
0 1=q 0 1=q 0
1CCCA ;
0BBB@
1
0
0
0
0
1CCCA
1CCCA
9>>>=>>>;
1
qD1
converging to .A;B/.
If M was stable, following the reasoning of Example 5.1 and Proposition 3.2,
there would exist sequences fxqij g1qD1 converging to 0 for 4 6 i 6 5, 1 6 j 6 3,
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fqij g1qD1 for 1 6 i 6 3, 1 6 j 6 3, and fγ qi g1qD1 for 1 6 i 6 3, such that for all q
we would have the equality0BBB@
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1=q 0 0
0 1=q 0 1=q 0
1CCCA
0BBB@
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
x
q
41 x
q
42 x
q
43
x
q
51 x
q
52 x
q
53
1CCCA
D
0BBB@
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
x
q
41 x
q
42 x
q
43
x
q
51 x
q
52 x
q
53
1CCCA
0@q11 q12 q13q21 q22 q23

q
31 
q
32 
q
33
1AC
0BBB@
1
0
0
0
0
1CCCA .γ q1 ; γ q2 ; γ q3 /:
Making operations, we would deduce that xq42 D −1 for all q, which contradicts
that xq42! 0 when q !1. Hence,M is not .A;B/-stable.
Example 7.2. Let now
.A;B/ D
0BBB@
0BBB@
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1CCCA ;
0BBB@
1
0
0
0
0
1CCCA
1CCCA ; M D
*0BBB@
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
1CCCA
+
be the corresponding pair .A;B/ and .A;B/-invariant subspace M. Note that con-
dition (iii) of Theorem 4.3[
2.G/
Weyr.;G/  .r1; r2; : : : ; rj ; r 0/
fails again, because it would be .2; 0; 0/  .1; 1/, which is false. Let us see that
in this example the subspace M is .A;B/-stable. To do so, consider a generic
sequence
f. NAq; NBq/g1qD1 D
8>>>><>>>>:
0BBBB@
0BBBB@
a
q
11 a
q
12 a
q
13 a
q
14 a
q
15
1C aq21 aq22 aq23 aq24 aq25
a
q
31 a
q
32 a
q
33 1C aq34 aq35
a
q
41 a
q
42 a
q
43 a
q
44 a
q
45
a
q
51 a
q
52 a
q
53 a
q
54 a
q
55
1CCCCA ;
0BBB@
1
0
0
0
0
1CCCA
1CCCCA
9>>>>=>>>>;
1
qD1
converging to .A;B/.
By using a similar reasoning to that of Example 5.2, it is immediately clear
that without loss of generality, to study the stability of M, we can only consider
sequences of the shape
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f.Aq; Bq/g1qD1 D
8>>><>>>:
0BBB@
0BBB@
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 aq bq 1 0
0 cq dq 0 eq
0 fq gq 0 hq
1CCCA ;
0BBB@
1
0
0
0
0
1CCCA
1CCCA
9>>>=>>>;
1
qD1
converging to .A;B/, since there exist sequences of matrices fPqg1qD1 converging to
I5, and fFqg1qD1 converging to 0 2 C15, such that for all q it follows that .Aq; Bq/ D
.Pq NAqP−1q C Pq NBqFq; Pq NBq/.
Applying Proposition 3.2, to claim thatM is .A;B/-stable is equivalent to finding
sequences fxqg, fyqg, fzqg, ftqg, fuqg and fvq g with all of them converging to 0, fq g,
fqg, fqg, fqg, fqg, f!qg, f#qg, fqg, fqg, fqg, fqg and fqg, such that, for all
q, it is fulfilled that0BBB@
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 aq bq 1 0
0 cq dq 0 eq
0 fq gq 0 hq
1CCCA ;
0BBB@
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
xq yq zq
tq uq vq
1CCCA
D
0BBB@
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
xq yq zq
tq uq vq
1CCCA
 
q q q
q q !q
#q q q
!
C
0BBB@
1
0
0
0
0
1CCCA .q; q; q/:
By carrying out the operations, we obtain for every q the following equalities: first,8><>:
q D −q; q D −q; q D −q;
q D 1; q D !q D 0;
#q D xq; q D aq C yq; q D bq C zq;
yq D eqtq − xq.zq C q/; uq D −vqxq − tq .q − hq/
;
and on the other hand8>><>>:
xq.z
2
q C qzq − eqvq − q/− zq.aq C eqtq/− qeqtq C cq C eqhqtq D 0;
−qxq − z2q − bqzq C dq C eqvq D 0;
xqvq.zq C q − hq/− aqvq − qhqtq − eqtqvq C fq C tq.h2q − q/ D 0;−vqzq − bqvq − qtq C gq C hqvq D 0:
Let q D maxfjaq j1=3; jbq j1=2; jcq j1=4; jdq j1=3; jeq j1=2; jfq j1=4; jgq j1=3; jhq j1=2;
1=qg which converges to 0 when q !1. Then, dividing the former equations by
3q , 
2
q , 
3
q and 2q , respectively, and calling
fa0qg D faq=2q g; fb0qg D fbq=qg; fc0qg D fcq=3q g; fd 0qg D fdq=2qg;
fe0qg D feq=qg; ff 0q g D ffq=3qg; fg0qg D fgq=2q g; fh0qg D fdq=qg;
we obtain sequences which tend to 0 when q !1, due to the choice of q . Denoting
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fx 0qg D fxq=q g; fz0qg D fzq=q g; ft 0qg D ftq=qg; fv0qg D fvq=q g;
f0qg D fq=q g; f 0qg D fq=2q g; f0qg D fq=q g;
our problem is reduced to proving the existence of sequences fx 0qg1qD1, fz0qg1qD1,
ft 0qg1qD1, fv0qg1qD1, f0qg1qD1, f 0qg1qD1, f0qg1qD1, converging to x 0, z0, t 0, v0, 0,  0, 0
respectively, in such a way that the following equalities:8>>><>>>:
x 0q.z0
2
q C 0qz0q − e0qv0q −  0q /− z0q .a0q C e0q t 0q/− 0qe0q t 0q C c0q C e0qh0q t 0q D 0;
−0qx 0q − z02q − b0qz0q C d 0q C e0qv0q D 0;
x 0qv0q .z0q C 0q − h0q/− a0qv0q − 0qh0q t 0q − e0q t 0qv0q C f 0q C t 0q.h02q −  0q / D 0;
−v0qz0q − b0qv0q − 0qt 0q C g0q C h0qv0q D 0
are fulfilled for every q.
To solve this equation – by Lemma 6.1 – it is sufficient to find numbers x 0, z0, t 0,
v0, 0,  0 and 0 that satisfy the equalities8>><>>:
x 0.z02 C 0z0 −  0/ D 0;
−0x 0 − z02 D 0;
x 0v0.z0 C 0/− t 0 0 D 0;
−v0z0 − 0t 0 D 0
and, in addition, the following matrix (Jacobian matrix)0B@ z
02 C 0z0 −  0 x 0.2z0 C 0/ 0 0 x 0z0 −x 0 0
−0 −2z0 0 0 0 0 −x 0
v0.z0 C 0/ v0x 0 − 0 x 0.z0 C 0/ v0x 0 −t 0 0
0 −v0 −0 −z0 0 0 −t 0
1CA
has full rank. A possible solution is 0 D  0 D 0 D z0 D 0; t 0 D v0 D x 0 =D 0. Hence,
the subspaceM is .A;B/-stable.
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